MONDAY: 22.10.2018: NATIONAL

05.27  Signature Image संकेत-चित्र ध्वनि
05.27.30 Vande Mataram वन्दे मातरम्
05.30  Suprabhat – Rudra Veena, Recital- Artist- Ustad Asad Ali Khan, Raag- Gujari Todi- DD Archives
06.00  National Programme Music – [Hindustani Classical Vocal by Vishwanath] Source– DDK Delhi
06.30  Yogabhyas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) Source – DDK Chennai Ep. 09/26
06.59.50  Thought for the Day आज का वविार
07.00  Cine Sangeet Ep. 143

08.00  Fit Rahe Sada Ep. 20

08.30  Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series Ep. 1348/1404
09.00  Eminent Cartoonist of India, Interview with Cartoonist R K Laxman – DD Archives
09.30  Yog Vigyan Ep. 34/42

10.00  New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi Ep. 81 (repeat)
10.30  Contd…
10.57  Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)

11.00  Akhand Saubhagyawati Bhawa Ep. 167/260
11.30  Circus Ep. 05/19

12.00  Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 197/577
12.30  Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 219/228
13.00  Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 48/305
13.30  Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 38/335
13.57  Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)

14.00  Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 22
14.30  Shama Ep. 209/390

15.00  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 66
galli galli sim sim
15.30  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 67
galli galli sim sim
16.00  Good Evening India
good evening india

-Capsule and update-Namami Gange Expedition –India on Road to Entrepreneurship Development Discussion on Entrepreneurship Development in India and Role of MSDE
Guests: Ms. Jyotsna Sitling, Joint Secretary, MSDE
Representatives of NISBUD
16.55 SOS
17.00 Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme
17.30 Programme on Dr. Online – Live Ep. 69
   Topic: Leprosy
   Experts: Shri Vikas Sheel, Joint Secretary, MoHFW, GOI, New Delhi
   Dr. Anil Kumar, DDG, DGHS, Ministry of Health, New Delhi
   Dr. H.K. Kar, Retired HOD, Skin, RML Hospital, New Delhi
   Script & Voice Over: AV Capsule by anand Srivastava
   Anchor: Anu Singh
   Prod: Vinod Malhotra
17.55 SOS
18.00 New India Sankalp – Live from DDK Delhi Ep. 82
18.30 Live Contd…
18.55 Vaishnav Jan Song (Australia)
19.00 Monday- Funday Hindi Feature Film “Awara Paagal Deewana”: casting – Akshay Kumar, Sunil Shetty, Aftab Shivdasani, Paresh Rawal, Amrita Arora etc. – [Director: Vikram Bhatt]
20.00 Film Contd…
21.00 Film Contd…
21.31 Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme [repeat of 22.10.2018 at 17.00 hrs.]
22.00 New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi Ep. 82 (repeat)
22.30 Contd…
22.57 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
23.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 22
23.30 Chitrahaar – Programme on filmi songs

---

23.10.2018: TUESDAY [मंगऱवार]
00.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 197/577
00.30 Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 219/228
01.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 48/305
01.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 38/335
02.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 22
02.30 Shama Ep. 209/390
03.00 Eminent Cartoonist of India, Interview with Cartoonist R K Laxman – DD Archives
03.30 Suprabhat – Rudra Veena, Recital- Artist- Ustad Asad Ali Khan, Raag- Gujari Todi - DD Archives
04.00 Yogabhyas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) Source – DDK Chennai Ep. 09/26
04.30 National Programme Music [Hindustani Classical Vocal by Vishwanath] Source– DDK Delhi
05.00 Aaradhna